All the Best!

Thank you for supporting your local
school or organization with your
purchase from this catalog!
Every item purchased makes a
difference in the life of a child!
ACRYLIC DIP & SALAD BOWL

Ensaladera de Acrilico

Party ready acrylic chip and dip bowl with removable
arch! Perfect for anything from salads
to chips and dip! Easy to store.
BPA free. 10" x 7".

4306

Great for a
variety of uses!

2 Pieces for Easy
Cleaning & Storage!

AVOCADO MASHER/SCOOP/CUTTING TOOL
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La Presna de Aguacate

One tool
does it all!

Cut

Open, pit, slice, scoop and mash avocados with
one avocado tool! Top rack dishwasher safe!
2 3⁄4" x 2 3⁄8" x 9 1⁄2" in.

4301

Scoop

& Mash!

S7

Gadgets
to Help

Set of 2
Large
Waterproof
Bags

2 pieces
for easy
cleaning.

Slice
grapes
too!

GROCERY STORE
BAGS—SET OF 2

Bolsas Reutilizables de la Tienda
(Conjunto de Dos)

These lightweight, yet durable
bags are perfect for carrying
almost everything! Waterproof.
13 1⁄2" W X 17 1⁄2" H (without
handles) X 8 1⁄2" D.

TOMATO/GRAPE SLICER
Rebanador de Tomates y Uvas

Slice grapes and tomatoes quickly with this slicer.
Blade is concealed for safe cutting and handling.
Easy to hold and use. Dishwasher safe. 7 7⁄8" L x
2 3⁄4" W.
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It’s in the Bag!

MEATBALL STUFFER
Rellenador de Albóndiga

This amazing tool allows you to shape,
stuff, then seal your very own meat or
seafood balls! BPA Free plastic. 9 3⁄8"
x 7" x 1 3⁄4". Dishwasher safe.
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CORN HOLDER & BUTTERERS

KitchenGadgets

Cuchillo de Maíz - Conjunto de 3

Holders keep your fingers clean and safe from
hot corn, while butter spreaders provide an easy
mess-free buttering method! Silicone set includes;
4 - 1 3⁄4" x 2 1⁄8" x 5 ⁄8" spreaders and 4 pairs of corn
holders. Dishwasher safe.

PINEAPPLE
CORER/SLICER

Cortador de piña

Enjoy the fresh taste of pineapple
without the hassle. This stainless steel
pineapple corer/slicer will effortlessly
core and slice your fruit preserving
much of the juice.
9 3/4" H. Dishwasher safe.
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Slice off the top.

Twist handle Pull out of
into pineapple. pineapple

Pull off
spiral.
and
remove
handle.
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WHISK GUARD
Batidor Silicona

Easy clean silicone attachment catches drips as you
mix, slides off stainless steel whisk to return batter to
bowl, then functions as a spatula to wipe bowl clean!
2 Piece set. 10 3⁄4" L. Hand-wash.
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There’s more available on Cherrydale.com

Protect your fingers from burns

Butter with
no mess

Picnic
Perfect!
KeepingItCool

DOUBLE LAYER INSULATED CASSEROLE TOTE
Bolsa de Cazuela Aislada

Picnic in style with this chic and functional casserole carrier. Keep both
hot/cold or both! Zipper closure and centered handle to avoid tipping.
17" L x 11" W x 7" H without handles – 13" with handles.

Stainless Steel Construction!
Comfortable Non-Slip Handle!
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MELON CUTTER/SLICER
Cortador de Melon

Quickly cut and serve perfect watermelon slices in just seconds!
Simply use the curved side to slice, then squeeze to lift out the slice
and serve it without any of the mess. Also works for other melons
and even cake! Dishwasher safe. 8 5⁄8" x 2 1⁄2".
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Easy to slice.

Two insulated layers
for keeping things
hot & cold!

Easy to pick up.

Use for all types of melons!
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